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  Each Sadie book delivers three stories, perfect for 

emerging readers. In each story, the unstoppable 

Sadie shows that no matter what life throws at 

you, you can face it with generosity, heart and, of 

course, a fabulously sweet treat! 

  Sadie creates sweet and colourful recipes for 

special events in her life, but things often don’t 

go according to plan. Sadie’s resilience and 

determination to make things better for others 

spurs her on to find a way to turn even the biggest 

disaster into something brilliant. 

  Featuring wholesome storytelling with gentle 

underlying themes around the importance of 

community, compassion and generosity, this 

series gets the parental seal of approval.

  With her big heart and a style all her own – from 

her mismatched fashion looks to her signature blue 

streak of hair and gap-toothed smile –

  Sadie is an ordinary seven- 

year-old with an enormous  

capacity for kindness and  

compassion. 

  She is ambitious and generous  

and wants to be creative like her  

dad, a baker with his own YouTube  

channel, and as brave and helpful  

as her mum, a police officer. 

… the most exciting kid 

to hit the junior fiction space  

       since Billie B Brown! 

Sadie is the new book    

 bestie on the block!

TO
HELLO

SAY
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10 THINGS  
 YOU NEED TO KNOW  

     ABOUT SADIE!

1   Sadie’s favourite colour is blue – she uses blue 

hair chalk to add some blue to her hair every day! 

2   Sadie’s best friends are Amber and Arlo, 

twins who live across the street. They are so 

different, but the one thing they have in common 

is their friendship with Sadie. 

3   Sadie loves getting creative in the kitchen 

and making her own recipes. As long as she can 

use colour and have fun, she’s into it!

4   Sadie likes it when her family, friends and 

community are happy. It makes her smile super 

sparkly!

5   Sadie is a great problem solver!  

She bounces back from mistakes and tricky times 

and always has a plan to save the day! 

6   Sadie can squirt water between the gap in her 

teeth. The water can go so far! It’s one of her 

favourite party tricks. 

7   Sadie’s mum is a police officer in 

Cookgrove, where Sadie lives.

8   Sadie’s dad is a baker and has his own  

YouTube channel, BakeItLikeADad!

9   Sadie has a labradoodle dog named Butter  

who always sniffs around for fallen ingredients 

when Sadie is cooking.

10   Sadie thinks chocolate is the best 

invention in the world!
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Lana LOVES writing kids’ books just as much as Sadie 

LOVES sprinkles!  Her writing is endlessly inspired by 

her young daughters who she lovingly calls her little 

book butterflies. Lana spends many hours treasure 

hunting in bookshops and attempting messy home 

bakes. She hopes to inspire a love of storytelling through 

her books and sensationally sweet characters.

Joanie was born and raised in Virginia, where she still 

lives today with her husband and young daughter. She 

spends her days painting in her light-filled studio in the 

country, surrounded by nature. She has a love for all 

things vintage, especially children’s book illustration, 

advertising and fashion from long ago. She hopes her 

images will inspire kids to pick up a pencil and create 

their own worlds through stories and art.

MEET THE
MEET THE

AUTHOR
ILLUSTRATOR

IEVS SS PAAAL N K JO OAN NIE EST
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A 
BIRTHDAY 
BLUNDER

ONE

STORY

HOW  
LUCKY  
ARE YOU  

to be reading the uncorrected sample of 

the first book in this exciting new series?! 

The fun kicks off with book 1, A Sprinkle  

Of Sadie. Please note that changes may  

be made to the text and design and that  

all illustrations are rough, as marked.

Enjoy!
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Sadie loves birthdays. Especially 

birthdays with surprise parties. Today she 

needs: 
  one vanilla bean,

   a bag of hundreds and thousands,
  one cup of butter,

  two eggs

      and

  three cups of flour.

CHAPTER 

1

IEE ER RS SPS TW UA
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Sadie’s eyes sparkle. She smiles. 

She is ready to make something sweet for 

someone special! 

‘What are we making today, Sadie?’ 

asks Dad. 

‘A sprinkle cake that tastes 

like vanilla ice-cream,’ she sings. 

It is Mum’s birthday. She  

loves ice-cream as much as 

Sadie loves sprinkles! 

‘That’ll be a hit with Mum and my 

sweet-toothed viewers,’ says Dad.

Dad loves to bake and create recipe 

videos. He is famous on his YouTube 

channel BakeItLikeADad! . Dad is 

also famous at Cookgrove Primary. The 

kids in 2B are obsessed with his Crispy 

Coconut Crackles! 

‘Mum gets home from work in one 

hour. We have to make the 

S

a
d
ie

 twistS and TWIRLS
aro

und the kitchen in her

brightest dress.

E E RV
ESTB

EC KAI HR DTB AY

for her surprise party,’ announces Sadie. 
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Sadie LOVES both of her parents to 

pieces. She wants to be a creative baker 

just like Dad and she wants to help others  

just like Mum! 

Sadie curls  

a freshly chalked  

blue hair streak  

around her finger. 

Then she pushes up the sleeves of her 

floaty dress. She feels very excited about 

making Mum’s birthday cake. Today is 

going to be perfect! she thinks. 

Sadie

ingredients

in
t
o

 a

bowl.

t
h
e

Mum is a SUPER BRAVE police officer. 

She keeps everyone safe in Cookgrove.   

       Even today on her birthday!

TIPS
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The eggs in the bowl stare at her like 

two eyes. Hurry up, Sadie, they seem to say. 

‘Okay,’ mutters Sadie. Her jet-black 

fringe feels sticky and hot. She pushes it 

away from her forehead. But Sadie forgets 

that her hands are messy. Now, the blue 

streak in her hair is as white as snow and 

there is flour all over her face! 

‘I can’t do this,’ says Sadie. 

‘Don’t give up,’ says Dad. ‘Homemade 

cakes are meant to be messy, but they 

always taste better because they are  

Sadie takes a deep breath. The air 

tastes like ice-cream. 

‘This is  

 HARD.’
groans Sadie.

Dad hands her a shiny whisk. Sadie 

pushes the whisk around the bowl as fast 

as she can. 

EAD W

L

I

O

T

V

H

E.’

M
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‘MMMMM, ice-cream,’ says a 

squeaky voice. 

Two freckly noses peek through the 

tiny dog flap in Sadie’s back door. 

It is Amber and Arlo, the twins from 

across the road. They are Sadie’s best 

friends, and the best cake testers in 

the world. 

Dad is  

   right,

she thinks.

The freckly noses disappear. Sadie’s 

golden labradoodle puppy, Butter, 

comes inside through her tiny door. Then 

the twins charge  

through the  

big door.
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‘. . . Something sweet,’ he squeaks.  

‘Sprinkle cake that tastes 

like vanilla ice-cream,’CRAS SHE
sending an empty bowl flying.

into the kitchen table,

He

the twins 

ask at the exact 

same time. 

‘Hi, Sadie. What  

are you making?’

‘Let me guess …’ Arlo thinks aloud.  

Arlo can’t think or walk straight when 

there are sweets around! 

Amber catches the empty bowl just in 

time. She rolls her eyes at her brother. ‘Let 

me guess … something with sprinkles!’ 
she says. Amber knows Sadie very well! 

‘It’s Mum’s favourite,’ says Sadie. She 

groans at the bowl.

the twins say together. 
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   What if the cake  

has weird lumps in it  

  when Mum cuts it?

she thinks.

Big, nervous bubbles fizz in Sadie’s 

stomach. Mum’s birthday cake was meant 

to be extra special, not extra lumpy, she 

worries.

There is still one egg winking at her. 

‘We’re running out of time, Dad!’ says 

Sadie. She stares at the lumpy mixture.

and

BUTTER

HARD

BALLS OF FLOUR.

U M YP
L

It is full of 

LITTLE 
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‘Awesome mixing, Sadie,’ says Dad. ‘Let’s 

get the cake into the oven.  

Mum will be here soon.’  

Sadie mixes as fast as she can. The  

lumps have almost disappeared. 

CHAPTER 

2

I ED PLL XM UA

WOB
B

L Y
But her arm starts to feel sore and

like jellyfish blubber.

‘You can do it,’ chants Amber. 

The time goes so fast when she is in the 

kitchen with Dad! She pours the mixture 

into a cake pan. Wheeeeeeeee, the 

lumpy mixture seems to squeal as it  

floods out.  

   Sadie 

scrunches  

      her  

floury face.
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Dad slides on giant oven mitts and 

pops the cake pan into the oven. 

Sadie stands behind a line of purple 

tape. Mum stuck the tape on the kitchen 

floor when Sadie turned seven. 

Mum had said to Sadie. 

‘Now you can get creative  

      in the kitchen and stay  

    safe from the hot oven,’

Sadie dusts off the flour from her blue 

hair. But now the flour sprinkles are all 

over her bright dress! Sadie flicks the 

  ‘You can’t 

get cake for  

   nothing.’

flour away. She  

really doesn’t want  

to be messy today!

‘Want to make  

decorations while we wait?  

We can make police-themed  

balloons with markers,’  

Sadie tells the twins.
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The twins burst into giggles. ‘We know,’ 

they agree. 
‘Do you think your mum will like the 

police balloons?’ asks Arlo. He has marker 

on his nose. 

‘She’ll love them,’ says Sadie. ‘But I’m 

not sure if Butter likes them.’ 

Butter barks at the balloons. 

‘Maybe don’t make the robbers looks so  

                 scary?’ says Amber.

Soon Sadie’s lounge room is

in
 blue and white balloons.C
O V

DE ER

Arlo’s white balloons have scary eyes 

and angry zig-zag mouths. Sadie and 

Amber’s blue balloons have ties and  

stern-looking noses. 

BBRRRRRRRRRRIINNNNNNGGGGG.G.The kitchen buzzer rings.
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Sadie springs to her feet. Her dress 

floats upwards and it looks like Sadie is 

about to lift off and fly!  

‘It’s cake 

o’clock,’
cheers Sadie.

Dad quickly shuts the oven and turns it 

off. His forehead creases. He looks really old.

‘What’s wrong?’ asks Sadie. 

‘The cake should stand for a few 

minutes,’ he says.

‘I can blow EIGHT   

   balloons in a few 

minutes,’

‘Bet I can blow    

    NINE,
’

says Arlo.
brags Amber.

Sadie, Amber and Arlo dash back into 

the kitchen. 

‘That smells amazing,’ says Amber. 

Dad puts on his oven mitts. He steps 

past the tape and opens the oven door.

A PUFF of warm air tickles Sadie’s 

nose. It smells just like an ice-cream shop.
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The twins run back to the lounge room. 

Butter runs out of the house through her 

dog door as though she’s scared of the 

idea of more scary robber balloons. 

‘Is everything okay, Dad?’ asks  

Sadie. 

Dad nods his head. But Sadie doesn’t 

believe him. He has a very funny look on 

his face.

Sadie drops to her knees and looks into 

the foggy oven. Her dress puffs out 

like a giant marshmallow as it touches 

the purple tape on the kitchen floor. 

Did the cake lumps     

   EXPLODE 

          in the oven?

she asks herself.

A big lump of sadness grows in 

her throat. Maybe I ’ve just made the 

worst ever birthday cake? she wonders 

miserably.
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Sadie tries to stop thinking about  

 exploding cake lumps.  

 ‘It’s not that bad,’ says Dad, gently. 

He must have read Sadie’s exploding 

thoughts. ‘Remember, Mum’s cake is 

CHAPTER 

3

O ER M SSL UF YA

Sadie understands what Dad is saying 

but she REALLY wants everything to 

be perfect for Mum’s special day. It isn’t 

fair that Mum has to work so hard on her 

birthday.  

   Maybe the cake  

isn’t right, but at  

   least it will be a 

surprise at the party,

she tells herself.

WITH

LOVE

EAD
M

and that is all 

that matters.’ 
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‘Nan and Pop are coming to Mum’s 

birthday, aren’t they? They won’t 

forget like last time?’ asks Sadie. 

‘They won’t forget. Auntie Jazz is 

picking them up,’ says Dad.

‘
Phew! Anyway, cakes can’t really 

explode, can they?’ asks Sadie. 

into the oven and pulls out the cake.

Her tummy flutters as Dad reaches

Arlo charges back into the kitchen like a  

bull. ‘I smell cake,’ he says. 

‘Wait, WHAT IS THAT?
’

But Dad is quiet. He whacks and 

wobbles the pan. The birthday cake 

pops out. 

Sadie’s lower lip starts to tremble. 

The sparkle in her brown  

eyes seems to dim.

Arlo stares at the cake.

‘IT’S  

  AWFUL,’
she cries.
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‘It’s not lumpy at all, Sadie,’ says 

Amber, helpfully. ‘And it didn’t explode 

either!’ she continues. 

‘Yes, but Mum’s birthday cake is as 

FLAT as a PANCAKE!’ says 

Sadie. A tear wells in Sadie’s eye. 

‘We can make another cake,’ says 

Amber, brightly.

Dad’s eyes dart around the kitchen. 

Then they land on his watch. 

‘There’s just not enough time,’ 
he sighs. ‘Mum will be here in fifteen 

minutes.’

‘I can distract your mum with a crime 

before she comes in to the house,’ says 

Arlo. ‘I’ll pick flowers from Mrs Garcia’s 

garden. She'll be so ANGRY. Your 

mum will be stuck outside forever trying 

to calm her down.’ 

trick
l

e

s
 d

own the flour g
u

n
k

The tear f

e

e
ls

 heavy as it

on her c
h

e
e

k.
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‘Arlo, Mum will never let you play 

outside again,’ says Amber.

‘Let’s not bother Mrs Garcia,’ says Dad. 

‘In any event, we have no more self-

raising flour.’ 

Sadie and Dad stare at each other. 

Sadie’s heart sinks. 

‘The flour,’ whispers Sadie. Her knees 
start to wobble. I’ve made the biggest 

ever baking blunder, she thinks. 

‘I was so excited that I didn’t check 

the ingredients,’ says Sadie. ‘I put in plain 

flour instead!’ 

‘I don’t get it,’ says Arlo. 

‘Self-raising flour is the special flour 

that makes cakes  

tall,’ says Sadie. 

‘But there’s  

  a full bag  

   in here!’
says Sadie.

She opens the cupboard and points to the 

shelf. 

‘Mum’s cake is  

     AWFUL.  

It’s all my fault.’
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She looks down at her lap. The patterns 

on her dress begin to bluRbluR. A lumpy 

tall cake is better than a flat pancake, she 

thinks. And even if the flat cake tastes 

nice, there won’t be enough for everyone.

M
o

re
 t

e
a

r
s

 
t

r
i
c

k
l
e

 d
o

w
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 S
a

d
ie’ s

 
f
a

c
e

.

Mum's birthday
cake is

ruined!
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Mum,’ she says in a tiny whisper. Sadie’s 

blue hair sticks to her wet eyes. She 

pushes it away. 

‘I know, Sadie. But we are all out of 

ideas and time,’ says Dad, scratching his 

head. Now he has flour all over his hair 

too!

‘That smell is turning me into an ice-

cream zombie,’ moans Arlo. ‘Maybe your mum likes vanilla pancakes?’ 

asks Amber. 

Sadie’s shoulders slump. Even her puffy 

dress seems to flop as if it is sad too. ‘I just 

wanted to make something special for 

CHAPTER 

4

O E E E-C CM SBI IZ R MA AND

‘Me WANT ice-cream,’
he says slowly.
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Sadie gives Arlo a gigantic hug. 

‘Yuck, Sadie. I was day-dreaming 

about ice-cream, not your hugs!’ he 

yelps. Sadie hugs him harder. Arlo is not 

only a great cake taster, he is also a great 

idea maker. 

‘I need to call Auntie Jazz, Dad,’ 

announces Sadie. The flutters in her 

tummy spread through her body like 

excited butterflies! 
Sadie sits on the  

kitchen floor with  

Dad’s phone.  

Sadie’s eyes

as a plan pops

into her mind.

SPARKLE

She smiles.  

Now Sadie knows  

what to do!

   ‘Auntie Jazz,  

I need your help,’
she says.
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Sadie whispers her plan to Auntie Jazz.  

She can hear Amber and Arlo talking. 

‘Arlo, I have a job for you. Remember, 

you can’t have cake for nothing,’ Sadie 

reminds her friend. 

‘I don’t really want to steal Mrs Garcia’s 

flowers,’ squeaks Arlo. 

Dad gives Sadie a stern look. 

‘No crimes, Dad. Just something 

sweet!’ promises Sadie. ‘Amber, this job  

is for you, too. You and Arlo distract  

Mum with a balloon show in the lounge 

room.’

‘Oh, I’ll be the robber and Amber will be 

the police,’ squeals Arlo in glee. 

‘What’s Sadie up to?’ ‘Oh, you know Sadie. She   

 always comes up with  

a way to save the day!’
Arlo asks Amber.

says Amber.

‘And remember, Auntie Jazz, come in 

through the back door,’ says Sadie and 

hangs up.

‘Auntie Jazz, Nan and Pop will be here 

in ten minutes,’ Sadie tells everyone. 

‘So will your mum!’ exclaims Arlo. 
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‘It’s just a show, Amber,’ he says. He 

rolls his eyes at his sister. 

‘But you only have a few minutes, 

Sadie. It’s impossible to make 

something new,’ says Dad. He wipes his 

forehead and flour sticks to the creases on 

his concerned face. 

Sadie pushes Amber

and Arlo inside

the balloon-filled

lounge room.

‘A few minutes is all I need, Dad,’ says 

Sadie. ‘Go, I can hear Mum’s car.’ 

She beckons Butter over. ‘Butter, 

can you please guard the door while 

Auntie Jazz and I whip up something 
delicious? ’ 

‘Will you need my help?’ asks Dad. 

‘Don’t worry, Dad. Auntie Jazz, Nan 

and Pop will help when they get here,’ 

says Sadie, and winks. 

kitchen door and hums happily to herself
.

She SKIPS AWAY through the

‘ARLO! ’shouts Amber.
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It’s time to make  

  something extra 

sweet and special  

      just for Mum!

Sadie peeks through the kitchen door. It 

has been a busy and sticky ten minutes.  

CHAPTER 

5

EEE C CWS SSS UT

all over her dress

and her hair is

MESSY.

There are pink splodges 
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But Sadie doesn’t mind! She can hear that 

Amber and Arlo are wrapping up their 

show. Sadie has finished just in time. 

Her best friends are the best performers, 

and Mum’s sweet surprise is ready. 

Auntie Jazz, Nan and Pop walk into 

the lounge room. 

Mum glances up. 

Her eyes  

light up with 

SURPRISE!

  ‘Thank you for your 

attention, Constable Le,’
says Arlo.

He takes a dramatic bow.  

Dad nervously glances at the kitchen 

door. ‘Are you ready?’ he asks Sadie,  

softly.   

Sadie nods and licks her sticky fingers. 

Her heart feels full.  
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Then Sadie steps into the lounge room. 

She walks carefully with Mum’s sweet 

surprise. She doesn’t want to trip on the 

balloons. 

But the cake doesn’t look so 

flat anymore. 

says Arlo.‘WOW,’
‘Told you,’ says Amber. ‘Sadie always 

knows what to do.’

Sadie holds her flat vanilla cake made 

with plain flour instead of self-raising flour.  

It now has     

   something 

special on top.
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Scoops of ice-cream and sprinkles in 

every flavour imaginable!

A smile creeps onto Sadie’s face.  

SURPRISE!' she bursts loudly.

Everyone starts to sing ‘Happy Birthday.’

‘It sure is,’ agrees Mum. ‘Thank you so 

much.’ She hugs Sadie tight. Sadie hugs 

her back even tighter. 

‘Quick, Dad. Start recording! We 

have to film our ice-cream masterpiece 

before it melts! Everyone on 

BakeItLikeADad!  will want to  

see it,’ says Sadie.  

 Dad bounces up from the couch. 

‘Thanks, Sadie. You saved Mum’s cake! 

What would I do without you, my

says Sadie.‘Happy birthday, Mum,’
   ‘I made you a real  

ice-cream cake!
’

‘Sadie, this is INCREDIBLEINCREDIBLE ,
’
 

gushes Mum. Sadie beams proudly.  

‘Auntie Jazz helped me decorate it,’ 

says Sadie. ‘I wanted it to be really special.’ superstar baker? ’
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Sadie taps the toes of her sneakers 

together. Then she bounces happily too. 

Dad’s camera starts recording, and 

everyone looks so happy. Especially Arlo!

ME want ICE-CREAM!'  

he moans again. 

Auntie Jazz cuts slices of the flat 

vanilla cake for everyone. She places a 

scoop of ice-cream on each plate, too. 

‘Don’t forget the sprinkles,’ 
laughs Mum, and winks at Sadie. ‘It is 

a special day so we can have a little 
extra on top.’

Sadie’s strawberries and cream ice-

cream melts all over her slice of cake. 

It looks so messy on her plate. But it 

tastes so creamy and delicious when it 

lands in her mouth! 

‘Best birthday cake ever, Sadie,’ 
says Arlo. He has ice-cream on his  

freckly nose. So does Amber and even 

little Butter. 

Sadie looks at her family and friends. 

Her eyes sparklE like the candles on 

Mum’s cake. She has a warm, happy 
feeling in her stomach. 
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Everyone loves my messy ice-cream 

cake, especially Mum, she thinks.

It is the yummiest     

     and most  

special birthday  

     blunder ever!
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Sadie's 3 INGREDIENT  

HOMEMADE STRAWBERRIES  

  AND CREAM ICE-CREAM 

1

   
 With the help of a grown-up, pour the thickened 

cream into a mixing bowl and mix on a medium 

speed with a kitchen mixer. 

2     Mix for at least 4 minutes or until the cream 

starts to stiffen and form little peaks. Hint: it will 

start to look like little snow-capped mountains! 

3

   
 Turn down to low speed and slowly pour the 
condensed milk into your creamy mixture. 

4

   
 Turn off the mixer and then fold in your pureed 
strawberries with a wooden spoon. 

5

   
  Pour your strawberry cream mixture into a 
rectangular loaf tin or glass or plastic container. 
Scatter a few chopped strawberries on top. 

6

   
  Cover with cling wrap or a plastic lid and put it 
into your freezer for at least 8 hours or overnight. 

7

   
  Scoop and serve with sprinkles all  
over the top!

  1 punnet of strawberries, puréed  

(save 1-2 strawberries and chop them up) 

  1 small pot of thickened cream (about 300ml) 

  1 tin of condensed milk (about 395g) 

  Sprinkles of your choice!

WHAT YOU'LL NEED:

WHAT TO DO:

To make a chocolate 
version of this homemade 
ice-cream recipe, replace 

the strawberries with  a block of melted chocolate instead!

Is your ice-
cream 

too hard to scoop? 

Let it stand for  

at least five  

minutes so it  

can soften!

TIP:

TIP:
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A FAIR 
FUNDRAISER

AN EGGY 
EMERGENCY

Don’t forget, each Sadie  

   book contains three  
sweet stories!

        Also in  

A Sprinkle of Sadie … 

   But wait, there’s  

more Sadie sweetness   

        to come!

TWO

THREE

STORY

STORY

APRIL 

2022

APRIL 

2023

AUGUST 
2022

AUGUST 

2023
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TWO

STORY

BONUS  

SNEAK PEEK!

A FAIR 
FUNDRAISER
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Sadie loves to help others. Especially 

when it’s for a good cause. Today she 

needs: 

CHAPTER 

1

E EALI SPS C C UA A

  one tube of blue food dye,
   two tablespoons of milk,
  two cups of soft butter,

      and

  three cups of icing sugar.
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‘Cupcakes with royal blue 

buttercream icing,’ she sings. ‘They 

will be as royal as my blue chalk hair and 

will help the Police Youth Club get a new 

basketball court!’ 

S
a

die
 SKIPS around the kitchen

a
n

d
 TWISTS her blue stripy hair.

‘I wonder who else will be at the 

fundraiser and what they will be selling?’ 

Sadie thinks aloud. 

It is Cookgrove’s FUNDRAISING DAY. 

Once a year, all the people of Cookgrove     

  come together to sell yummy things  

to raise money for different parts of  

            the community.

Sadie’s eyes sparkle. She smiles. She 

is ready to make something special for the 

people of Cookgrove! 

‘What are we making today, Sadie?’ 

asks Dad. 
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cupcake
Together they are the

flavour
experts!

‘I’m not sure. But I am sure that our 

Police-Blue Cupcakes will sell out,’ 

says Dad. ‘They’re the most popular recipe 

on my YouTube channel!’ 

Sadie and Dad have been making 

cupcakes ever since she turned seven.

‘It’s too light, Dad!’ she reports. 

Mum is a police officer. Her uniform is 

a brilliant royal blue colour. But Sadie’s 

cupcake looks more like the blue of Dad’s 

boring pyjamas.  

S
h
e
 s

preads a blob of blue icing o
n

to

a bare cupcake to test the colo
ur.

  ‘This is 

impossible.’
says Sadie.‘The cupcake’s icing has to match Mum’s 

uniform exactly,’ says Sadie.
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‘We’ll never sell enough cupcakes to 

get the money we need with pyjama-blue 

cupcakes.’

‘It’s a nice blue,’ says Dad. He 

admires his pyjama sleeve. 

‘Pyjama-blue won’t sell our cupcakes,’ 

groans Sadie. The icing blob seems to 

smile at her. 

‘Can we brighten the icing with more  

dye?’ asks Sadie.

‘We have to leave soon, and I have to 

get dressed,’ says Dad. 

We’ll try our best,

Sadie, it says.

announce two voices.
‘We can help,’

It’s Amber and Arlo, the twins from 

across the road. They are the best cake 

testers but not the best cake decorators!

‘You have to help and not just EAT,’ 
says Sadie. 
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He winks at Butter, Sadie’s 

labradoodle puppy. 

She looks at the mountain of bare 

cupcakes. There aren’t many here, she 

thinks. 

‘Don’t worry, Mr Le,’ says Amber. ‘Sadie 

has double the help.’ She pinches Arlo. 

  ‘I was  

 BORN to 

decorate,’
says Sadie.

Butter WAGS her tail

as if to say,

YES, PLEASE!

‘Sadie, you’ve rounded up the Blue 

Decorating Force,’ says Dad. ‘Can you 

please start decorating the cupcakes and 

I’ll get dressed?’ 

‘As long as we get to  

lick the spoon,’ says Arlo.
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ALL WILL BE  

   REVEALED IN:

‘Perfect, because there are forty-eight 

cupcakes!’ says Dad. In a flash of pyjama-

blue, he disappears. 

Sadie turns to her friends. Time to 

command the force just like Mum, she 

thinks. I CAN DO THIS. The Police 

Youth Club needs our help.

APRIL  

2022
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